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Q. 1.    Answer the following question. (15) 
 A) Define Murder.Discuss the five exceptions to murder with illustration and explain how 

they will come under culpable homicide. 
 

 OR  
 B) How do theft and extortion become robbery? When a robbery can be branded as dacoity?  

Q. 2. Answer the following question. (15) 
 A) What is private defence?When does the right of private defence of body extend to cause 

death? 
 

 OR  
 B) Discuss criminal trespass and relevant offences.How does it differ from housebreaking?  
Q. 3. Write Short Notes. (any four) (20) 
 a) Offences against Public Tranquillity  
 b) Plea of Insanity.  
 c) Elements of Crime and their characteristic.  
 d) Theories of Punishment.  
 e) Territorial Jurisdiction of IPC with exceptions.  
 f) Sedition  
Q. 4. Answer the following questions.  (10) 
 A) Ravi aged 25 years developed friendship with a seema  aged 17 years. In course of time 

the friendship developed into intimacy and three months before her 18th birthday. Ravi took 
the seema several times to movies and public parks during college hours, but the seema  
returned home every night. Two weeks before her 18th

 

 birthday the seema insisted that they 
should stay out overnight. Ravi arranged for the seema’s stay in his own house. Next 
morning on the complaint of the seema’s father Ravi was arrested. Ravi is prosecuted for 
the kidnapping of the seema.How will you decide? Give arguments and case law? 

 OR  
 B) Raju gives his servant shyam Rs.500 to fetch vegetables. Shyam’s friend ramu tells him 

that he can buy the same vegetables from the wholesale shop for Rs.400 and pocket the 
remaining Rs. 100. Shyam buys the vegetables from the wholesale shop for Rs.400 and 
pocket the remaining Rs.100. Shyam buys the vegetables from the wholesale shop for 
Rs.400 and buys a chocolate for himself with the remaining money. He submits a bill of Rs. 
500 for the vegetables to Raju. 
i. What offence has shyam committed? 
ii. Explain the offence committed by shyam. 

 

 

 


